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You are reading something unique: the first joint document produced by CANSO, the Civil
Air Navigation Services Organisation, and IFATCA, the International Federation of Air Traffic
Controllers’ Associations. CANSO represents the ANSPs – the organisations which control
the world’s airspace. IFATCA represents the ATCOs – the men and women who work to
keep our skies safe every day. So we are two sides of the same coin, and when our interests
coincide on an issue, we should always look to see if we can work together. The subject of
the Next Generation of Aviation Professionals is an example of just such an issue.
We know that the digital revolution is changing our industry very fast. Aviation is an industry
characterised by rapid globalisation, increased flexibility and mobility, and swift take-up of
new technologies. These changes also affect the relationships between the various aviation
sectors - airports, airlines and ANSPs - resulting in a ‘creative tension’ typical of the wider
changes in society as we transition to a knowledge and information economy. It also has
profound implications for the recruitment and retention of future staff in our industry;
it is both a threat and an opportunity, and we need to understand the requirements of our
future ANS system, and the needs of tomorrow’s workforce, if we are to respond to the
changes to our advantage.
There are also other pressures on our system, such as increased cost-efficiency pressure,
and work structures and processes becoming less predictable, leading to more occupational
stress (“faster, higher, further, better!”) and planning difficulties for the ANSPs themselves.
To compound these challenges, as declining birthrates impact on the working population,
there will be fewer of the next generation, and their expectations in terms of flexible,
motivational work will have a direct impact on satisfaction and productivity. ANSPs have
an additional challenge because the Air Traffic Management sector is less well-known than
the more “glamorous” airline and airport sectors.
So we can see that it is only together that we can tackle these challenges in a spirit of
safeguarding the future of our industry – an industry of which we are justly proud. In this
document we have outlined some issues and action points which represent the joint views
of CANSO and IFATCA. We hope you find good food for thought in what is said.

Graham Lake			
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INTRODUCTION
When a passenger boards an aircraft, they often sneak a peek of the
cockpit just to check who is flying and to ensure that there are at least
one or two people there.
Maybe some passengers choose to locate the Tower as well. If they are
lucky, they might see a silhouette moving, but most likely they do not
see an ATCO or any ANSP staff at all. In contrast, at all times from
check-in till arrival at destination, airline and airport staff are clearly
visible to the passenger.
The visibility of ANSP staff to the public is limited. Our society has quite substantial knowledge on what pilots and airport staff
are doing, but rather less knowledge of ANSP tasks and responsibilities. In the view of CANSO and IFATCA, the ‘invisibility’ of
the ANS industry is adversely affecting our ability to recruit the next generation of professionals who will be vital for the efficiency
and safety of the future aviation system.
In order to improve our visibility to the future workforce ANSPs need to clearly define the tasks which will be performed
by the ATM professionals of tomorrow, to ensure the establishment of proper selection criteria and training programmes
to attract the best people of the coming generation.

THE ATM PROFESSIONAL OF TOMORROW
HOW WILL AIR NAVIGATION SERVICES BE DIFFERENT FOR THE NEXT GENERATION?
The next generation of professionals in ANS will be facing an ever more complex landscape, characterised by radically advanced
technology and procedures in some regions, and reliance on more traditional methods in others. The following is a combined
CANSO-IFATCA vision of some of the major changes facing the future Air Traffic Management professional.
CANSO and IFATCA shared vision for
technology driven impacts on ATM:
The whole ATM system will be
performance based, and changes
based on improving performance
cases (which includes safety cases).
A high level of automation will be
required in meeting the highest ATM
performance requirements.
Air Traffic control (reactive, tactical)
will be replaced by Air Traffic
Management (proactive, strategic).
Management by Trajectory will form
the basis of all controllers’ activities.
Airspace will be dynamic.
Local/Regional Implementation:
Airports will be controlled from
a remote facility (virtual towers).
Completely automated
separation provision.

The whole ATM system will be
performance based, and changes based
on improving performance cases (which
includes safety cases).
This will result in an overall system that is
effectively in continuous transition. Areas
where high performance is required will
be advancing to newer systems before
areas with less performance needs have
commenced initial transition. There will
be a need for continuous performance
improvements.
A high level of automation will be
required in meeting the highest ATM
performance requirements.
Controllers will be able to delegate tasks to
automation, and in some systems the task
will have been assigned to automation in
the design of the system. This will include
housekeeping tasks such as communication,
coordination and surveillance. In the more
advanced systems it will also include
delegating separation responsibility to
automation. The controller will need to

have confidence in the automation as it will
not be physically possible for the controller
to “double-check” what the automation is
doing.
Air Traffic control (reactive, tactical) will
be replaced by Air Traffic Management
(proactive, strategic).
The controller will manage traffic flows
and in the more advanced systems no
longer control separation (that task will be
delegated). Active tactical intervention
will be the exception. The human will
remain in the loop at the systemic network
decision making level.
Management by Trajectory will form the
basis of all controllers’ activities.
Trajectories will be as precise as traffic
demands: that is, variable over the length
of the flight and in each of the four
dimensions. For example, precision levels
of time keeping of less than 10 seconds
are expected where the ATM resource (for
example a runway) is in highest demand.
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Airspace will be dynamic.
Airspace boundaries will change to suit
traffic flows, even in the terminal area.
Airspace attributes will also change over
the course of a day in response to the
ATM services needed or not needed.

Local/Regional Implementations.
The following two key changes will not be
implemented globally by 2030. But it is
expected that there will be a number of
such implementations around the globe.
•

Traditional distinctions between terminal
and en-route will disappear. There may
be more than one service provider for
a given airspace block. Controllers may
be responsible for a given set of aircraft
as the set progresses (as opposed to all
aircraft within an airspace block).

•

Airports will be controlled from a
remote facility (virtual towers)
Completely automated separation
provision

In other words the separator is not
the controller, or the pilot. It is in fact
automation which will ensure separation.

FEWER CONTROLLERS NEEDED
As advanced automation is starting to be widely introduced through various projects such as SESAR and NEXTGEN, it is apparent
that there will be a need for trained and selected ATCOs in the system.
Nevertheless, due to the introduction of this advanced automation, followed by the adjustment of roles and responsibilities, actions
per movement will decrease. This will enable ATCOs to handle significantly increased numbers of aircraft. The ANSP world will
therefore be able to manage the increase of traffic with the same amount of staff while being capable of providing input to future
requirements in a collaborative way with other aviation partners.
Human Factors and Safe Human
Performance
CANSO and IFATCA commonly agree on
the following statements:
ANSPs will continuously need to optimise
performance by making effective use of
automation.
The correct balance of human roles,
technology and automation will be critical
for success.

The application of this
understanding to the design,
development and deployment of
systems and services

•

The art of ensuring successful
application of Human Factors
Engineering to a programme
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ANSPs therefore carefully focus on human
factors in order to better prepare the
worker for the conditions that he or she
will encounter in the job environment by
teaching and practicing the necessary
physical or mental skills, while recognising
individual differences across humans in
every physical and mental dimension.
The following is relevant for good system
performance:
•
Concentrate to optimise the
performance by precise profiles of
characteristics for the respective
ATM jobs
•

Ensure the establishment and use of a
communicative participative process,
including an interactive approach,
between management and staff

•

Involve the respective staff in
the development, validation and
definition of the “new” task to
achieve a useful result

•

Create a win-win corporate culture
with the aim to establish a learning and
communicative culture. Such a culture
will support flexibility and contribute
constructively to changes and
adoptions to the surrounding world

HF in Real-time
Simulations

SAFE
HUMAN
PERFORMANCE

Team Resource
Management
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•

Human
Factors
throughout
Design

Safety Culture
Enhancement

Critical
Incident Stress
Management

Defining Human Factors:
•
The science of understanding the
properties of human capability,
including organisational aspects

HF in Selection
Manpower &
Training

HF Incident
Analysis

Source:
FAA/EUROCONTROL
Action Plan 15 for
Safety
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PERSPECTIVE: ADAPTING TO A NEW ENVIRONMENT
GEN Y ENTERING THE ANSP WORLD

THE MOBILE ATCO

Christina Bender,
HR Manager, International
Projects, DFS

Scott Shallies,
Executive Vice President
Professional, IFATCA

A

s you read this, the ANSP world is changing, and
so are its professions. New skills are required to
successfully fill the ATM professions of the future, and
besides technical ability, proactive cooperation, high
communication skills and customer orientation, a strategic
business-like approach and the ability to adapt and change
will be some of the key requirements of the future.

O

Fortunately, a new generation is entering the workforce
with the boundless energy and ambition to meet these
challenges. This generation, also known as ‘Gen Y’,
demand a fast-paced environment where creativity and
independent thinking are encouraged. They are confident,
highly tech-savvy, born multi-taskers, want learning
and growth opportunities and desire a high level of
communication and feedback.

Traditionally, ATC has been seen as a “job for life”, where
the individual ATCO would expect to serve his or her entire
career with the one employer. But recent years has seen an
increasing number of ATCOs moving between ANSPs, for
not only personal reasons, but also for career progression.
ANSPs have actively recruited from each others work
forces to address shortages of air traffic controllers as
well as engineers and technicians. This ‘resign and rejoin’ approach is not necessarily the most productive or
economically beneficial way for ANSPs, usually with little
‘flexibility’ for the individuals. Additionally, our industry
has had problems ‘retaining’ younger generations within
the industry at all; some have seen it as an interesting job
for a few years but then seek new opportunities in other
industries, using the skills they have gained within ours.

While the ATM world needs to consider how to best train
and equip the existing staff to match the requirements
of our changing business, we will also need to make sure
that the next workforce generation will be attracted by our
environment.
The ATM employer brand is difficult to position in
comparison with our aviation partners, the airlines and
airports, with their splendid worldwide opportunities. In a
period of decreasing birthrates in developed countries, the
winners of the brightest of the new work force will be the
companies with the best attraction, on-boarding, training
and retaining program to meet the expectations of the new
generation.
The ATM world must develop good practice to answer
these challenges: New bachelors and training courses
for air traffic management must combine managerial and
operational skills to match the requirements of new ATM
professions and to provide the base for the desires of the
Gen Y: the broad education to start a fascinating career
with diverse opportunities in the ATM and aviation world.
We are at the start of a new aviation century with a
new generation entering our workforce; let us face its
opportunities with confidence!

ne of the issues the NGAP conference will consider
is the retention of aviation professionals. This has
been a particular problem for some ANSPs over recent
years, and raises some interesting questions. How will the
future ATCO fit in the global market? The trend in many
professions is one of a ‘modern mobile workforce’. Can Air
Traffic Control adapt to this environment?

A challenge for both ANSPs and ATCOs in the future
is whether we can accommodate the modern mobile
workforce in our operations. Perhaps we need to explore
ways that aviation professionals can have opportunities
to move between locations and ANSPs at various times
in their careers. Such flexibilities could bring considerable
benefits to the individuals and ANSPs, by broadened
life and work experiences, expert knowledge sharing
and skills development. But will our future systems and
administrations be able to accommodate such a ‘sharing’
of professionals, like air traffic controllers, engineers
and system administrators? How would such moves be
accommodated with regard to maintenance of salary
and conditions and pensions? Just how far is our industry
willing to cooperate to retain our unique professionals.
Perhaps then, retention of aviation professionals for
the next generation is best cast, and therefore is best
addressed, as retention by our industry rather than seen as
retention by a single ANSP. This is a challenge for all of us.

The Next Generation Aviation Professional
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
•

MARC BAUMGARTNER, President and CEO of IFATCA

•

BILLY JOSEFSSON, Senior Advisor ATM & Human Performance Manager, LFV Sweden

“What would be your definition of a ‘next generation aviation
professional’?”
M.B. In simple terms – our future. The next generation of
aviation professional is still at school and will take for granted the
environment the current generation is starting to embrace with
an increased support of automation to our professions. The next
generation will have to struggle with a different set of challenges
compared with the current one. The main problem will be to
integrate into a workplace culture that has traditionally been a
very stable “one job at the same location” environment.
B.J. I think they will be well informed – but not necessarily well
informed on Air Traffic Management issues – they will be open,
multicultural and communicative, proactive and decisive, very
social, and rich with ideas and initiatives.
“Do you think the industry runs a risk of losing out on future talent?”
M.B. No but the industry will have to be very careful to be able
to attract the best talents, as competition for the best brains is
fierce. Some of the educational reforms in some areas of the
world see a new generation of highly trained youngsters leaving
universities with a lot of job opportunities. One of the biggest
challenges I foresee is that an ATCO career is a long term
commitment and I’m not sure if the new generation is interested
to subscribe to a profession where they have to stay at the same
work place for nearly 30 years of a career. It is about mobility but
mainly about the attractiveness of the professional environment.
B.J. Of course there is a risk if there are more opportunities for
talented people then there are talented individuals. Talented
people will ask themselves why they should choose to work
within aviation and Air Traffic Control. It will be up to us - CANSO
and IFATCA - to come up with some strong arguments here!
“Who bears the greatest responsibility for attracting new talent
to the industry, and what should they be doing about it?”
M.B. This is a common responsibility of all the industry. In the past
we did not have to sell the dream of flying - that was something
very common. Nowadays the attractiveness of aviation is
no longer a given thing. Therefore the need for increased
“glamour” around aviation is needed to make the new talents
choose aviation as their career. This glamour goes beyond just
wearing uniforms or being promised good working conditions,
it needs to create the feeling of being part of a special crowd of
professionals in aviation related jobs. We are embarking upon
a time of technological evolution in ATM, so we all need to get
across that this is an exciting time to join the profession; a time
where a new professional can help shape and define what their
future system and job will be.
B.J. The ANSP industry itself! No one else is going to care
about us. Furthermore, the views communicated in the media,
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commercials and so on make a difference. If we ask ourselves
what is the general public’s association with ATM it is probably
some vague memories or glimpses from the movie “Pushing Tin”
where the cowboy mentality was evident. It’s different now, it’s
about delivering safety to air traffic in the air and on the ground,
teamwork, precision, high performance enabled by gradual
introduction of sophisticated technology, and integrating with
airline and airport operations. CANSO and IFATCA have a
responsibility to work and lead by example. We should increase
communications to the outside world and by that open up the
secret world of ATM.
“What sort of expectations do you think the next generation
will have with regard to their work?”
M.B. Flexibility, fast changing working environment, mobility
and a portion of individualism. The need to capture and uphold
their curiosity for an exceptional working environment will be the
determining factor compared to other industries.
B.J. I believe the person we will attract and want to recruit will
have made an active choice to go for an ANSP position, so they
will already have motivation. But there are a few other elements
they will be looking for. Firstly, they will want to identify with what
they are doing, and ensure it does not conflict with the right way
to behave and live, for example environmentally. Secondly they
will be looking for the use of new technology and sophisticated
communications and networking tools. Thirdly they will expect to
be listened to and given room in the organisation - they will not
afraid of taking responsibility. Fourthly they will not necessarily
look for a lifelong contract; I believe the new generation are
more open to shorter contracts and will use the increasing
flexibility to work in many places. Fifthly they will be looking for
active management from our HR departments, to enrich their
career options.
“Can the industry learn any lessons from the past, or from
other industries which are going through a similar process?”
M.B. As a Swiss I would look at the recent success stories of the
watch industry. Where in Switzerland we had faced a severe loss
of attractiveness in the watch industry and all related professions,
recent development and a clear trend towards a certain form of
exclusivity has improved not only the economic situation of the
industry, but also the attraction of the best new talents to work in
a industry which had been nearly dead. Aviation is not dying, but
the process and communication around aviation is tainted too
negatively in my view – and there is a risk that we do not service
our image well. We need to improve the communication and
make the people dream through examples of success stories.
B.J. We used to learn from the airlines... but that is not a good
idea today with the economic crisis. I believe we can improve
significantly in terms of harmonisation and introduction of best
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practices stemming from other industries, in particular safety
critical ones.
To be blunt, our industry is facing problems all over the globe. It
may go through upswings but business will never be as it was in
the 80s and 90s. I believe we need to mobilise the staff, and realise
there is a kind of urgent situation facing us. The New Generation
and their expectations must of course be part of this process.
“Are evolutionary approaches the right ones or do we need
a more creative approach, if we want to develop ‘future
concepts’ and are our HR Departments ready to deal with this
challenge?”
M.B. I don’t think that we need to leave behind the evolutionary
approaches. Support of automation will improve the way we are
currently working and the profession, in particular the ATCOs,
will evolve from its current craft into a science, and therefore
we need to pay particular attention to the transition phase. The
transition phase will be the key to the future successes. For those
currently in the job we need to be able to transition to the future
working environment and the challenges in an acceptable way.
The new generation will have to be trained in issues like change
management and tools will have to be developed to make the
new generation understand the processes they have embarked
upon. This is in my view a key to success.
B.J. Evolutionary will work but it needs to be more progressive
and more communicative. For sure creativity doesn’t hurt. I think
the status of the HR department varies and many of us are far
too reactive instead of acting under a clear strategy known by

the whole company. The fact is that many support functions
including HR have been cut and cut, and we are now at the
bone. I believe the creativity will arise from working together
towards common goals recognizing and respecting each others
knowledge and roles
“What are the top three things that CANSO and IFATCA
should be doing together to help attract the next generation
of aviation professionals?”
M.B. Success stories have to be told to the outside world.
More idealistically I do believe that we need to have better
communication and training of all the actors involved in air
traffic control and that needs to be done in unison. The endless
and tiring efforts to out maneuver each other have to stop. We
have to become more mature in order that we can agree on
the right path, especially during the transition phase to the
science of tomorrow’s Air Traffic Management. Commitment to
common high-level goals will certainly help. We have to start to
shape our future together and not let the “others” - regulators,
government, user organizations - do it on our behalf. Embracing
leadership in a target oriented way could be the way forward
and I hope that IFATCA and CANSO at the executive level can
start to work on a leadership programme which will change the
perception of our domain significantly in the near future.
B.J. In short. One: take every opportunity to present what ATM
is about, increase communication and visibility of ATM, what
are we doing and why. Two: look together towards the future
expectations of young people and build relations together on
all levels. And three: provide common messages to the world!

CONCLUSIONS & NEXT STEPS
CANSO and IFATCA commonly agree:
1. Future aviation professionals will
have to work together, defining
requirements, opportunities,
recognising constraints, obtaining
knowledge of each other’s roles,
recognising technological/
institutional developments as well as
environmental and economic facts.
2.

The human contribution will be
crucial to run the future aviation
business in a safe and efficient way,
because the human component
is the most flexible and adaptive
component in the aviation system

3.

The key drivers in the future will be
Safety and Performance–based ATM.

Next steps: CANSO and IFATCA agree
to commonly approach the following
topics:
•
Gain a better insight into the new
workforce generation, the culture
they form and their needs to
ensure that ANSP professions are
attractive work choices
•

Understand the new roles and
responsibilities in the ANSP sector
comprising the ATCO, ATSEP
and ADMIN professions and how
they are linked to pilots, Airline &
Airports tasks and responsibilities

•

Promote best practices, especially
in the management of safety and in
human-automation synergies

•

To raise the awareness that
the “Next Generation of ATM
Professionals” comprises the
professions of ATSEPs (engineers),
mangers, procedure designers,
regulators, approval organization
staff, and many others, of equal
importance to the ATCO profession.
The same applies to the wider
aviation industry: besides pilots,
engineers and maintenance people,
managers and UAV operators as
well as remote operated TWR
(services) operators must be
considered. Therefore, the aviation
community should follow a more
holistic approach when discussing
the next generation topic.
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